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chairs



IMPALA
IMPALA is a chair with curved lines with a high design. The logic of the use of the curve is
developed to seek ergonomics, using these shapes for the curved backrest that ensures the perfect
comfort. The profile of the chair has a high appeal that stands out thanks to the different views that
this chair can have depending on the perspective using a visual game thanks to the position of the
legs..

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes

dimensions
Impala: 29.13" x 22.44" x 21.26"

specifications
Material: Solid wood
Textile: 100% organic cotton
Finish: Organic oil finish



ZETA
IIt is characterized by its ergonomics, the result of a meticulous study of the measurements and the
needs of the body. Besides, Zeta has a vintage aspect, creating a set of great beauty and comfort.

dimensions
Zeta: 18.90" x 21.46" x 29.92"

specifications
Material: Solid wood
Textile: 100% organic cotton
Finish: Organic oil finish

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes





LEONOR
This lounge chair seeks ergonomics and comfort. With a curved lines design, it follows a simple
aesthetic with design details in its natural wood structure. The search for ergonomics and simplicity
make it a very useful and suitable for any space or any style.

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes

dimensions
Leonor: 30.31" x 25.98" x 28.34"

specifications
Material: Solid wood
Textile: 100% organic cotton
Finish: Organic oil finish





ONYX
With a vintage air, the ONYX armchair is embedded as a special element in the space. The design
of the armchair follows a line of simplicity and simplicity in which the design of its seat and backrest
stands out, with a black and white bichromatic color that perfectly combines with the natural wood
structure. The combination and use of colors give it a retro look as well as modern.

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes

dimensions
Onyx: 31.49" x 28.34" x 26.77"

specifications
Material: Solid wood
Textile: 100% organic cotton
Finish: Organic oil finish





KUDU
The KUDU chair is characterized by the use of the curved line. Both the structure, made of natural
wood, and the seat and back follow a common line using curved shapes. The armrests are very
characteristic of this chair, employing a pronounced curve..

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes

dimensions
Kudu: 37.79" x 26.77" x 25.59"

specifications
Material: Solid wood
Textile: 100% organic cotton
Finish: Organic oil finish





LELWEL
The simplicity of the LELWEL chair makes it a very eclectic and adaptable element to any space..
Following a clear use of the straight line in its structure combining curved shapes in the seat and
back, it is the example and the perfect combination of shapes. The design of the seat and backrest
are designed to seek the comfort of the person thanks to its curved shapes.

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes

dimensions
Lelwel: 31.10" x 26.77" x 25.59"

specifications
Material: Solid wood
Textile: 100% organic cotton
Finish: Organic oil finish





NYALA
The NYALA chair has a curve-driven design. We highlight of this chair the shape of its legs with
structure with certain concave and convex shapes that create a more complex shape. The curved
backrest ensures the ergonomics of the seat..

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes

dimensions
Nyala: 28.74" x 24.01" x 20.08"

specifications
Material: Solid wood
Textile: 100% organic cotton
Finish: Organic oil finish





barstools



KORPO
The seat is molded in ash wood for greater comfort and the tapered legs are the fundamental
characteristic o f this stool . Its name means "body ", in reference to the ergonomics and comfort
that s urround it.

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes

dimensions
Korpo: 14.96" x 17.32" x 27.55"

specifications
Material: Solid wood
Finish: Organic oil finish



KOI
This minimalist four-legged stool in ash wood is inspired by Japanese temples , has a simple and
elegant design of great comfort that makes it an ideal seat for all types of environments.

***Have a look at the last page for other materials and finishes

dimensions
Koi: 14.96" x 17.32" x 29.92"

specifications
Material: Solid wood
Finish: Organic oil finish





MATERIAL
Solid wood

FABRIC
Comp. 100% Organic Cotton

WOOD FINISHES
Woods and finishes
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